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SABRE SCC 
CITRUS CLEANER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

SABRE SCC CITRUS CLEANER is an environmentally 

safe, biodegradable, citrus cleaner developed to remove 

Sabre Adhesives, wet or dried, from unwanted areas. It 

is also effective for equipment cleanup, degreasing, 

overspray and removing other materials such as grease, 

oil, ink, stickers and tar. This cleaner utilises strong citrus 

oil solvents which not only clean well but also leave a 

pleasant citrus aroma. SABRE SCC is safe to use on many 

surfaces and substrates including painted surfaces, 

glass, porcelain, concrete, decorative laminates, and 

many plastics and vinyls.

PRODUCT USAGE 

Prior to using SABRE SCC, always test on an inconspicuous 

area (extremely important on auto finishes). Do not allow to 

puddle on the surface especially on painted or other coloured 

surfaces as sometimes the colour can be removed. First, 

attempt to remove the adhesive by applying SABRE SCC to a 

clean cloth then rubbing the surface. If this fails, apply SABRE 

SCC sparingly directly to the surface and use a cloth or a scrub 

brush to remove the adhesive then wipe the surface clean. 

Repeat this procedure if necessary. Ensure SABRE SCC has 

completely evaporated if adhesive is to be reapplied to the 

surface.

SHELF LIFE

1 year from date of manufacture.

STORAGE

Not damaged by freezing. Return to room temperature prior to use.

NOTE

Before using, the user shall determine the suitability of the 

product for their intended use. Use only as directed. Additional 

information is listed in the Material Safety Data Sheet.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Appearance Clear Liquid

Base Solvent Mixture

Solvent Solvent: d-limonene

Product Density 6 lb/gal

Packaging 368g aerosol can • 3.5kg disposal canister

FIRST AID

Ingestion: DO NOT induce vomiting. Rinse mouth 

immediately and give 1-2 glasses of water and obtain 

medical assistance. Should the patient vomit, maintain a 

clear airway until medical assistance is obtained.

Eye Contact: Wash with water immediately and obtain 

medical assistance.

Skin Absorption: Wash all affected areas thoroughly with 

soap and water. Clothing should be laundered before re-

use. Seek medical advice for skin irritation.

Inhalation: Carefully remove persons to fresh air, avoid 

becoming affected yourself. If the person is severely 

affected obtain medical assistance. If the person stops 

breathing apply artificial respiration and other first aid 

techniques as required until medical assistance is obtained.

Contact NZ Poisons Centre - 0800 764 766

SPILL OR LEAKS

Wear appropriate protective clothing and equipment. Ex-

tinguish all ignition sources. Dam and recover. Prevent en-

try into drainage systems, rivers and waterways etc. Collect 

with absorbent materials such as sand, earth or appropri-

ate commercial absorbent. Shovel up with non-sparking 

tools then place into suitable containers for disposal as per 

Local / State or Federal Regulations. Empty containers may 

have product residue. Follow safety procedures until emp-

ty container is cleared.

FIRE

In case of fire use Carbon Dioxide. Foam or Dry Chemical . 

Do not use Water Jets.

WARNINGS

For industrial use only. Use in ventilated areas. Do not store 

above 48°C. Intentional misuse by deliberately concentrat-

ing and inhaling contents can be harmful or fatal. Keep out of 

reach of children.

CAUTION

This materials may be harmful if swallowed or inhaled and may 

cause skin or eye irritation.

Avoid breathing vapor. Use only in well-ventilated areas and 
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wear appropriate personal protection equipment. Avoid contact 

with skin and eyes. Do not eat, drink or smoke while using. Keep 

away from heat, sparks, open flames and any other sources of 

ignition. Do not contaminate water supply. Dispose of empty 

containers safely.

Additional information is listed in the Material Safety Data sheets.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY:

Manufacturer and distributor of this product make no warranty, express 

or implied, including, but not limited to any implied warranty of fitness 

for a particular purpose. No warranty is made as to the use or effects 

incidental to such use, handling or possession of the materials herein de-

scribed. User is responsible for determining whether this product is fit for 

a particular purpose and method of application and assumes all risk and 

liability associated herewith. Manufacturer liability is limited to replace-

ment of product or reimbursement of purchase cost at its sole discretion. 

No representative of ours has authority to change this provision which 

relates to all sales.


